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AP video journalist, translator killed in
Gaza
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This Monday, Aug. 11 2014 photo shows Associated Press video journalist Simone
Camilli in Beit Lahiya, Gaza Strip. Camilli, 35, was killed in an ordnance explosion
in the Gaza Strip, on Wednesday, Aug. 13, 2014 together with Palestinian
translator Ali Shehda Abu Afash and three members of the Gaza police. Police
said four other people were seriously injured, including AP photographer Hatem
Moussa.(AP Photo/Khalil Hamra)

BEIT LAHIYA, Gaza Strip (AP) - An Associated Press video journalist and a
freelance Palestinian translator assisting him were killed in an ordnance
explosion Wednesday while working on an assignment about the aftermath
about the recent war in the Gaza Strip.
Simone Camilli and Ali Shehda Abu Afash died when ordnance left over from
fighting between Israel and Islamic militants blew up as Gazan police engineers
were working to neutralize it in the northern Gaza town of Beit Lahiya.
Police said three police engineers were also killed, while four people, including
AP photographer Hatem Moussa, were badly injured.
Camilli, an Italian national, had worked for The Associated Press since being
hired as a freelancer in Rome in 2005. He relocated to Jerusalem in 2006, and
often covered assignments in Gaza.
Najib Jobain, the AP's chief producer in Gaza, said Camilli was a welcome face in
Gaza who loved the story so much that he recently turned down an assignment
in Iraq to come to the seaside strip.
"He was my brother. I have known him for almost 10 years. He was so happy to
be with me working in Gaza," Jobain said. "He was asked, 'Do you want to go to
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Irbil or Gaza?' He said, 'I'll go to Gaza.'"
Camilli, 35, is the first foreign journalist killed in the Gaza conflict, which took
more than 1,900 Palestinian lives and 67 on the Israeli side. He leaves behind his
longtime partner and a 3-year-old daughter.
Abu Afash, a 36-year-old Gaza resident, leaves behind a wife and two daughters,
ages 5 and 6. He often worked with the international media as a translator and
news assistant.

To the AP Staff from AP President/CEO Gary Pruitt:
Dear AP Staff:
It is with great sadness that I inform you that an AP videographer and a
translator working for us have been killed in Gaza. An AP photographer was
badly injured in the same incident.
Simone Camilli, an Italian journalist and a veteran video journalist who has
worked with AP for eight years, was killed when a bomb went off while he and
his team were working with a bomb disposal unit. Ali Shehda Abu Afash, a
Palestinian translator who was working with the AP team, was also killed.
Photographer Hatem Moussa was injured and is being treated at a Gaza hospital.
A fourth member of the AP team, the driver, was uninjured.
Simone was well known throughout Europe, and especially to our video team in
London, where his death has hit AP deeply. He had recently moved to Beirut with
his wife. We have sent staff to be with her and with his family in Italy.
As all of you know, this has been a very difficult year for AP. Simone is the second
staffer to die in the line of duty this year and the 33rd person since our founding
in 1846. As conflict and violence grows around the world, our work becomes
more important but also more dangerous. We take every precaution we can to
protect the brave journalists who staff our frontlines. I never cease to be amazed
at their courage.
All of us in the AP family grieve the loss of Simon and Ali Shehda, and we send
our deepest sympathies to their families.
Gary

Photo gallery: Refugees flee chaos in Iraq
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Here is a photo gallery by AP photojournalist Khalid Mohammed of Yazidi
refugees fleeing chaos in Iraq.
The photo above shows displaced Iraqis from the Yazidi community settle at a
camp at Derike, Syria, on Sunday.
Click here to see more images; shared by Paul Colford.

Connecting mailbox
Once competitors, now friends
Bill Snead - Just ran across this frame from last November in New York of Richard
Pyle, left, the all-everything writer, editor, reporter who is now retired from AP
after a long, successful ride, me and Hal Buell the head of AP Photography for 25
years or so and a lifetime of being a hell of a competitor, as is Pyle. It was last
November and we were attending a memorial service for our friend Bill
Epperidge. (Bill Snead's resume includes UPI photojournalist in Vietnam and
Chicago, the Washington Post for 14 years, and the Lawrence (Kansas) JournalWorld.)
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Newspaper carrying: So many life lessons in one short class
Dave Tomlin - My big brother Paul and I shared a route back in the 50s,
delivering the late, great Washington Evening Star in our little apartment
complex on Quaker Lane in Alexandria VA.
One day a notice came with our stack of papers that the circulation department
was promoting subscriptions at special prices. Carriers who enrolled the most
new customers could win a pregame tour of the Washington Senators clubhouse
and dugout at creaky old Griffith Stadium.
Paul and I canvassed every prospect in the complex. I don't recall which of us
signed up more of them. But on the day our manager came with the news that
we'd won a place on the tour -- one place -- Paul was sick in bed.
My folks gave themselves a Solomonic headache trying to find a way to split the
baby, or at least a better reason than Paul's bad luck for deciding which of us
should collect the prize. But they couldn't.
So in addition to listening to the game that day on the radio alone, he had to
deliver papers the following afternoon containing a photo of me gazing
admiringly at Roy Sievers, as the slugger pretended to autograph a baseball that
had already been machine-signed by the whole team.
So many life lessons in one short class.
Where were you when Nixon resigned?
Ed Tobias - I spent August 8, 1974 in the briefing room at the White House. My
26th birthday was still 5 days away and I was a local radio reporter (WASH)
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suddenly working alongside some of the best of the best; a minnow swimming in
a sea of media whales.
At one point during the afternoon, or early evening, a uniformed Secret Service
officer was posted outside the double-doors that led from the briefing room to
the north driveway. No one was allowed out...no reason given. As I remember, it
was 20 or 30 minutes before the doors were unblocked. I was later told that the
lockdown was ordered by POTUS, who had decided to take a stroll around the
White House grounds and wanted to be unseen by any reporters.
As it grower closer to the 9 pm speech the briefing room became so crowded
that it was difficult to move. After the speech began I remember seeing ABC's
Diane Sawyer, then a young Nixon press aide, walking around in tears.
The speech was transmitted to the networks by the broadcast pool and there are
many video and audio recordings of it. What's not well known, however, is that
the pool microphone in the oval office was open for about 6 minutes prior the
speech. I have an audio recording of those fascinating minutes, as Nixon spoke
with CBS pool producer Bill Headline (then with CBS and later with CNN), told his
photographer, Olli Atkins, that there would be no pictures during the speech and
tried to order the Secret Service agent to leave the room. Here are some quotes:
"Hey, you're better lookin' than I am. Why don't you stay here? Blondes, they
say, photograph better than brunets....You are a blonde, aren't you"
(Apparently referring to someone who had been sitting in the President's chair
for a technical check).
(Speaking to pool producer Headline): "Have ya got an extra camera in case the
lights go out?"
"My friend Ollie always wants to take a lot of pictures. I'm afraid he'll catch me
pickin' my nose."
"Ollie, only the CBS crew is to be in this room....There will be no picture (during
the speech)."
"All Secret Service... is there any Secret Service in the room?" ("Just one agent,
Mr. President"). "Out. You don't have to stay, do you? "You're required to?
(Chuckle). I'm just kidding you."
Nixon then asks someone to check to make sure that his suit collar is straight.
The speech begins about a minute later.
It was about 11:00pm by the time I'd finished filing my radio reports. As I
walked down the drive to the Northwest gate I discovered that Pennsylvania
Avenue had been closed to traffic in front of the White House and the street was
filled with people banging drums and loudly celebrating.
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The contrast to the mood I'd left behind was vivid, and unforgettable.

Catching up with new Connecting colleague John
Gaps
John Gaps - I'm very pleased to catch up with the brother/sisterhood of the AP.

I had jobs in journalism before and after my 15
years with The Associated Press (1985 - 2000) but
my professional identity will always be heavily
tethered to that time in my life. While attending
Iowa State University in the early 1980's, I was a
stringer for Bob Jarboe, who was the AP staffer in
nearby Des Moines. He was in charge of Iowa and
Nebraska. It was a privilege to replace Bob when he
retired in 1985. Producing the state reports and
building on the strong relationships of the member
newspapers in both states was a great learning
experience. Even more rewarding was the
confidence of NY Photo Director Hal Buell, which resulted in being assigned to 10
Super Bowls, six Olympic Games and numerous trips to areas of war, conflict and
natural disasters. That confidence was repeated by his replacement, Vin Alabiso.
I was able to work along side the greats of print and photo, including stints with
Mort Rosenblum, Richard Pyle and Edie Lederer. On the photo side Washington
D.C. staffer (and two-time Pulitzer Prize winner) J. Scott Applewhite and former
Bangkok staffer (via Oklahoma City) David Longstreath (also a Pulitzer winner)
were, and continue to be, brothers to me. During my career at the AP I was
selected for a wide variety of global assignments including the spill of the Exxon
Valdez, the fall of the Berlin Wall, the first Gulf War, the siege of Sarajevo, the
invasion of Somalia, and various conflicts ranging from Nicaragua to Haiti to
various locations in the Middle East. In 1994 I was seriously wounded by an
Israeli sniper in the Occupied Gaza Strip, which required emergency surgery and
six months of rehab.
I left the AP for a job as Director of Photography for the Des Moines Register in
2000. Later I was Director of Community Publications for the Register, overseeing
their community and suburban editions. During that time I started writing
screenplays for a benefactor interested in breaking into the entertainment
industry. After being laid off by the Register in 2011 I managed our production
company, Thousand Dreams Productions, further down the entertainment road
and now have three different theatrical projects into different stages of
development.
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So in the next 12 months, be on the lookout for Life
Briefly, Dead by Midnight and Echo of the Bell, to be
playing in a theatre near you... or at least in the Redbox
at a nearby convenience store. One note, Echo of the
Bell is the life story of the former heavyweight
champion Leon Spinks (photo of us together is
attached.). Leon has lived a remarkable life.

And finally, I've been married to glass & metal artist
Robin Paul (www.madhausgallery.com) for the past
eight years. I have four children by my first marriage, and three grand children
and... two gorgeous Golden Retrievers, Gordon (4) and Gracie (1).
We all live in a former newspaper building in
Winterset, Iowa, which we have renovated into a
gallery, studio and living space. Winterset is the
home of the Bridges of Madison County, so anybody
who wants to stop by, we'll give you a tour.

Stories of interest
On social media and collective mourning
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Robin Williams, the actor and comedian, died Monday at the age of 63 from an
apparent suicide. The response on Facebook, Twitter and other social media was
as overwhelming as you'd expect. It was also somewhat irksome.
The advent of social media has many implications for death and memory, among
them the experience of collective grief. Taken as a whole, the tidal wave of
tweets surrounding a celebrity's death can be quite moving. Whereas editorial
judgment decides the prominence of an obituary - Williams was above the fold
on some front pages, below the fold on others - social media provides an honest,
organic measurement of one's influence and impact on society. To make
something "trend" is an inherently (lower-case d) democratic act.
Photo above: Flowers are placed in memory of actor/comedian Robin Williams on
his Walk of Fame star in the Hollywood district of Los Angeles, Monday, Aug. 11,
2014. Williams, a brilliant shapeshifter who could channel his frenetic energy into
delightful comic characters like "Mrs. Doubtfire" or harness it into richly nuanced
work like his Oscar-winning turn in "Good Will Hunting," died Monday in an
apparent suicide. He was 63. Williams was pronounced dead at his San Francisco
Bay Area home Monday, according to the sheriff's office in Marin County, north
of San Francisco. (AP Photo/Kevork Djansezian)
-0Latest Art Trend Is Drone Photography (Claude Erbsen)
Let it be known: the future of photography is now, and that future is full of
drones. artnet News has noticed an increasing number of drone-based art
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photography projects popping up in recent months, and the trend isn't showing
any signs of slowing down.

We first fell in love with Rus Turner's
vibrantly colored GoPro drone photos
of the English countryside. Published
in the Guardian, the drone's elevated
viewpoint and wide lens angle
somehow lent an added beauty to the
bucolic scenery. On the other end of
the spectrum, Tomas van Houtyve
captured the ominous, threatening
aspect of drone surveillance with
chilling black-and-white images of
public places across the US that warn
for the potential abuse of the
technology (see Guardian article and
Telegraph slideshow).
In our search for more, we found Andy Snow, who has captured stunning video
footage of the Five Rivers Fountain of Lights in Dayton, Ohio, and photographer
couple Terry and Belinda Kilby, who recently published Drone Art: Baltimore, a
compilation of aerial drone pictures of their native city.
And we can't look away from TravelByDrone, which crowdsources drone videos
from around the world to mesmerizing effect, taking Google Street View
(perhaps inevitably) to the next level (see Huffington Post report).
-0With $50 million, BuzzFeed growth calls for sharper lines between news and
the other stuff
The New York Times' Mike Isaac was the first to report late Sunday night that
BuzzFeed had raised $50 million in new venture funding from Andreessen
Horowitz.
The story was followed by a chorus of blog posts and press releases. Chris Dixon
announced that he'd be joining the BuzzFeed board, writing that he sees the
company as a "full-stack" technology operation. Later, BuzzFeed announced
what that money would mean, namely more hiring, expanded international and
video operations - plus entirely new products and, down the line, potentially new
investments.
-0-
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Read All About It: News You Can Wear (Mark Mittelstadt)

Washington: Even if you don't open a
newspaper, turn on a television, log on to a
computer or pull out a smartphone, you can get
news -- from wearable technology.
As wearables gain traction, news purveyors are
eyeing these devices for their potential to
deliver headlines and more to people who want
to stay up to date.
Some news apps already have the capacity to deliver news notifications, or full
articles, to smartwatches or eyewear such as Google Glass.
-0CBS prepared to play rough with affiliates over money (Bob Daugherty)
CBS fired an opening salvo in what could become a disruption for network
affiliated television stations.
WISH TV, the LIN Broadcasting owned station in Indianapolis will no longer be
the CBS affiliate starting January 1, 2015. CBS is moving from LIN owned WISH-TV
to the Tribune owned station WTTV, currently the CW affiliate. Tribune also
owns the FOX station in Indy.
-0The Long Fall of Philly Newspapers
Oh, what an ugly difference a dozen years can make.
At the beginning of the 21st century, the newspaper business was a happy one,
fed by fat profit margins and a lack of competition in most cities.
Philadelphia was no different: Yes, it had two major daily papers, but they shared
an owner, reached different audiences - and maximized revenue.
What's happened since then has been brutal. Everybody knows about the
bankruptcy, revolving door ownership, and multiple rounds of layoffs that the
Inquirer and Daily News - along with their digital cousin, Philly.com - have
experienced in recent years. But a new document obtained by Philadelphia
magazine shows just how deep the pain went.

And finally....
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It's a true fact!!! People who edit things no longer needed (Ron Edmonds)
It's hard to beleive, but I'm coming up later this month on my 12th anniversery
as a blogger -- dating to August 2004. My first 'blog" (the term is short for
"Internet blog") was called Campaign Extra! and it was strictley devoted to
politics, so the first few posts captured all the excitement of that summer's
Democratic convention in Kansas City, where the party nominated Michael
Dukakis to run against the eventually winner, George Wilson Bush, or, as most
Americans came to know him, "G."

Shot of downtown Ashbury Park, world capitol of jornalistic innnovation.
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